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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH

.'

! •

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH
Purpose of the study
This study is an attempt to understand tbe social
'I

adjustment or epileptic cbildren and those with a predisposition to conTulsions in the LouisTille and Jefferson
County Chilaren's Home.

,,

The

~riter

proposes to show what

these ch11aren were like, why they were committed to the
agency, what their problems were, and what Kind or an
adjustment they were able to make within the agency.
On July 1, 194'l the Inter-Agency Committee or the

,.

Health and Weltare Council of the LouisTille Community
Chest met to discuss tbe problem ot the epileptie.

This

meeting was called at the request or one member, Mrs. Grace
B. Caswell, Chief Social Worker or Nichols Veterans Administration Hospital.

Mrs. Caswell stated tbat tbey were muCb

concerned at Nichols about what was happening to the epi1

leptics.
The Inter-Agency Committee is a standing committee
or the Health and Welrare Councll or the Oommunity Chest.
It is one or tae committees or the

~amily

Welfare Committee

1

Minutes, Inter-Agency Committee, Health and Weltare
counCil, LouisTille
Commu~ity Chest, July 1, 1947, p. 1.
,

2

:;

3

and is composed primarily or representatives ot the caseworking, or ramily and child weltare, agencies in Louisville
and lefferson County_

The members ot the committee were con-

cerned about the problems ot employment

~nd

vocational training

tor the older epileptic as well as the problems or the epileptic chila; there was the problem also ot securing intormation
on the number or epileptics in LouisvilLe and letterson County.
In order to study possibilities and approaches to the problems
ot the epileptiC, a sub-commit.tee was appointed.
'I

posed or the rollowing members:

It was com-

Mrs. Grace B. Caswell, Mr.

David Dobson, Mrs. Catherine Richardson, and Mrs. Cora E.
1

Lucas.
The Sub-Committee of the Inter-Agency Committee met and
planned a questionnaire which resulted in a summary or cases
,.

reported by twenty-tive agencies as or July 1, 1947.

These

results were presented at the second meeting or the Inter2

Agency Committee on September

~,

1947.

Dr. lames Rogers, who had Deen in charge or the
Neurology CliniC at Louisville

Genera~

Hospital rram luly, 1942

through July, lV46, was 'present at the Septemaer meeting or the
Inter-Agency Committee.

He discussed the medical treatment or

epileptiCS and presented his own obserTations basea on his work
with patients who had attended NeurOlogy Clinic at LouisTille
1
"

Ibid., September 4, 1947, p. l.

2-

See Appendix A, p. 82.
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1

General Hospitai during
Ephraim Roseman, who

t~e

period he supervised.

succeede~

Dr.

Dr. Rogers as Head of the

Neurology Clinic at Louisville General Hospital, was present
at the meeting and gave turther intormation on the subject

ot epileptics.

He mentioned the two national organizations,

American Epilepsy League, Inc., and the National ASSOCiation
to Control Epilepsy, which were doing a great deal to help
the cause ot the epileptic by distributing intormation and
encouraging research.
It was pOinted out that there was a need to educate

<'

the public as well as the epileptic.

The social angles ot

the epileptiC'S problems were discussed.

Dr. Ethel H.

O'Brien, psychiatrist for the Jetterson County Juvenile
Court and the Louisville and Jetterson County Children's
t·

Home, stressed the need tor a special place tor some children
with epilepsy.

She stated that there were a number Of such

children at Ormsby Village who did not tit in with the others
in the institution.

They did not have the type of personality

suitable tor institutions; they had a tremendous amount ot
irritability.

There was discussion as to the desirability ot

plaCing such children in a special institution or mental sanatorium.

The committee decided that the Sub-Committee would

2
consider whether other phases ot the problem should be studied.
1

Minutes, September 4,
2
~.,

pp. 2-3.

1~47,

p. 1.

044

The
on

Oc~ober

sub-Commit~ee

or

Inter-Agency

~he

20, 1947 toaiscus8 the proposed

Commi~~ee

8~udy

me~

or epileptics.

Members present were Mrs. Louis Seelbach, presiding, Mrs. Irvin
Abell, Jr., Mrs. Grace Caswell, Mrs. Cora Lucas, Dr. Ephraim
Roseman, ana Mrs. Louise R. Wooa,

secre~ary.

Dr. Roseman reported that Mr. story
"

or the

Physica~

Rehab1l1tation

Res~ora~ion
Departmen~t

Wit~en,

Serv1ce 01 the

might

star~

At this

state Supervisor
Sta~e

Vocational

a speCial program ror

epileptics which would include a clinic and vocational
"

ing.

mee~ing

~rain-

The sooial servioe history or each case would De studied.

Dr. Roseman stated that the rirst problem or the epileptio was
medioal care and the second was SOCial adjustment, inOluding
employment.

He further stated that one or the most important

needs to be met was educating the schools to keep epileptic

",
children in school.

As to the work of the Committee, he

stated that he thought the

tirs~

JOD

was publicity and edu-

cation but he aavised waiting tor the pr9Posed clinic to open
to present an opportunity ror extensive publicity.

Mrs.

easwell reported that some ot the students rrom the Kent school
of Sooial Work, University or Louisville, might be interestea
in a study ot Jefferson County.

She haa spoken to Miss Mathilda

Mathisen, facul.ty member ot the Kent School, about the Committee's
interest.

Miss Mathisen was supervising four medical social work

students, each or whom might be interested in the study as a
thesis, it each could take a separate part or the problem ot
1

epilepsy.
1

Minutes, Sub-Committee or Inter-Agency Committee,
October 20, 1947.
~

PA
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It was as a
aot1v1~ies

resu~~

of the foregoing

and interests that

~he

eommi~tee

deoision was reaohed and

plans were made with the Kent Sohool to

permi~

the tour Kent

Sohool medical sooial work students to maKe separate studies
as theses in partial tultillment toward the requirements ror
the degree or Master OL Science in Sooial Work.
deoided upon were:
the

institu~ion,

~he

This study has to do

The areas

the chila in the community, the child in
veteran, and vocational
wit~

t~e

rehabili~ation.

second named rield, the ohild

in the institution.
Scope and Method ot the study
The original scope or this

s~udy

was to include

children up to and including sixteen who had convulsions or
seizures and who were liVing in institutions in Louisville
or Jetterson County.

As noted in the results trom the Inter-

Agency Committee Questionnaire on

Epilep~lcs

as ot July 1,

1

1947,

Louisville and Jetterson County ohildren's Home

reported

~~

eases and st. Vincent

Althoug~

the writer ra~her expec~ed to tind the majority ot

orp~anage

reported 2 eases.

cases at the Louisville and Jetterson County Children's Home,
she did expect to locate additional cases at other institutlonB
over a period or rive or

~en

years.

With this approach in mind,

all children's institutions as listed in the Directory ot Social
1

See Appendix A, p. 82.

$
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Agencies for LOuisville and

~efferson

County, of the Health

and Welfare Council of the Louisville Community Chest, plus
1

Central state Hospital, Lakeland, KentucKY, were approached.
In this surveyor sixteen institutions the findings
were surprisingly meager.
~oseph's

One case was reported by st.

Orphanage, and 2 cases were reported by st. Vincent's

Orphanage.
ville and

A preliminary survey showed 13 cases at the Louis~efferson

of more upon further

County Children's Home with a possibility
investig~~ion.

One of the interesting

features ot this original survey was the fact that nearly all
of those institutions who reported no cases at all were of the
opinion that they had never had an
institution,

epilep~ic

child in their

One or the Catholic Sisters contacted stated

that she had never encountered a Negro epileptic child in all
"

the many years she had worKed with children.
survey the person usua!ly approached was

~he

In making this
Superintendent,

someone in charge of the children, or someone who had been
connected with the institution for a period Of time long enough
to be familiar with the situation.

In several eases it was

noted that the institutions stressed their rigid physical examination upon entrance, and they stated that no
would have been accepted.

epilep~ic

child

Central state Hospital reported no

cases or children from Jefferson County at the time of inquiry.
Due to their method of tiling only active cases by diagnosis
they were unable to make accessible the records Of rormer,
inactive cases.
1

See Appendix B, p. 83.

au
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The 1 case reported by st. Joseph's Orphanage proved
to be a

ch1~d

later

commi~_ed

to Louisville and Jefferson

County Children's Home and included in their count.
became apparent that

on~y

When it

2 cases had been located that were

unknown to LouisTille and Jefferson County Children's Home,
the writer

re~t

justified in altering the original scope or

the study rrom children living in institutions in Lou1sTille
and Jefferson County to one agency, namely,
and Jefferson County Children!s Home.

t~e

Louisville

In this way,

could be expanded to incJ.ude the entire period

or

t~e

study

commitment

to the LouisTille and Jefferson County Children's Home, instead
of merely the time when the child was living in
proper.

t~e

institution

Since the program of the Louisville and Jefferson

County Children's Home

inc~uaes

much beyond the actual insti-

"

tutional lire at Ormsby Village and Ridgewood, it was relt that
the study would be or greater value with the change or focus.
Many or the wards or the Louisville ana Jefferson County
Children's Home are placed in boaraing or roster homes, and
many are placed in their own Aome or with relatives.
ultimate goal or the

in8~itution

1S

to

re~urn

As the

the child to the

community and society, and to his own home ir that is possible,
this study or epileptic children in

~he

Louisville and Jefferson

County Children's Home is an at_empt to show how these children
responded to their total period or commitment, that is, how they
adjusted to their various placements in the community and in the
institution.

*

9

Because it was believed that tor most children with
epilepsy the crippling erfect is socia! and not physical, this
study was concerned with the socia! adjustment of children
with epileptic seizures and predisposition to convulsions in
the Louisville and Jefferson County Children's Home.

The

study includes 28 cases over an eleven year periOd from March,
1937 through April, 1948.

The method used was both the sta-

tistical approach and the case study

me~hod.

The primary source of. information was the case record
of each child.
sections:

Each case record contained three separate

(1) reports, including medical, psychological.

psychiatric, SChool, and conduct reports; (2) correspondence
section, inc!uding letters or correspondence, notes, interoffice memos, council and conrerence notes, change or status
"

reports, commitment and release papers, and other miscellaneous items; and (3) social service record, inc!uding the social
wor~er's

"running record" and a!so

~he

court summary, recom-

mendations to the Board, placement ana transI'er summaries, and
Board reports.

As previousiY stated, the primary source of

inrormation was from tn·ese records.

In severa! instances,

where the socia! service record was not up to

aa~e,

the writer

discussed the case with the social worker to rill in the gap.
As to case finding, the agency had compiled a list of
epiieptic Children in July,

l,~47

in response to the Questionnaire

,.

&

10
1

sent out by the Inter-Agency Committee.
available as a starting point.

This list was

The agenoy did not maintain

a reo:ord by medioal diagnosis or the children committed.
Theretore,it was necessary to depend upon the memory ot the
various workers ror locating the cases to be studied.

Another

aid to case tinding was reterral to a medication list maintained
by the agency.

These lists were available for the period Febru-

ary 8, 1944 through March 18, 1948, with some gaps throughout.
Dr.

Ethe~

H. O'Brien,

psych1a~rist

ror the JUVenile Court and

the Louisville and jetrerson County Children's Home, was able
to suggest the names ot several children who showed a predisposition to epilepsy.

Inasmuch as the original 13 cases as

reported by the agency in july,

1~4V

included children with a

predisposition to epilepsy, these were made a part or the
present study.

Had time permitted, the writer would have

included additional children with a predisposition to convulsions, for it is felt that their

num~er

has not been eXhausted.

In order to better understand the group or children in
this study and to see what sort or'an adjustment they were able
to make during their commitment to the Louisville and Jefferson
2
county Children's Home, a schedule was prepared. The rollowing
various types or information were seeured:

sex, race, age when

committed, diagnosis, reason ror commitment, age at onset ot
1

Supra, p. 3.
2

See Appendix C, pp. 84-86.

g
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seizures or behavior problems, frequency or

atiac~s,

attitudes

or the child and his ramily toward epilepsy, types of behavior
the child exhibited berore commitment and how handled, siblings,
history or seizures in the ramily, how the child adjusted in
the institution, medication, control or seizures, mental development, school achievement and placement, psychiatric rererrals,
disposition upon release, and reason ror release.
These daia were treated statistically and appear in
tables to show various phases.in the child's SOCial adjustment.
The case study method was used to illustrate material which did
not lend itaelf to statistical analysis.

The findings of this

study are presented in Chapters III and IV.
The Louisville and Jefferson County
Children's Home
ThQrough studies or
Children's Home have been

t~e
m~de

Louisville and Jetferson County
by such organizations as the

Child Welfare League ot America, the Russell sage Foundation,
and the Osborne Association.

The changes in philosophy of

child care in rtlation to specific problema which are common
to all institutions

~~at

have to deal with delinquent and

dependent children have been traced in a previous study by
1

Sherrill.

The present study is not intended in any way to

1

Helen H. Sherrill, "Changing Philosophy or Child
Care in the Louisville and Jefrerson County Children's Home
(1854-1943)," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Graduate DiVision
or Social Administration, University or Louisville, 1944.

,e
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duplicate those

wor~s.

A tew racts about the Louisville and

Jerrerson County Children's Home, however, may be helprul in
understanding the child in his environment.
Something ot the growth ot the institution may be
seen rrom the changes in its name.

bac~

It dates

to Civil

War times when it was createQ as "The Louisville House or
Retuge."

About

~wenty

years later the name was changed to

"The Louisville Industrial School or Rerorm.

n

In 1920, when

it was consolidated with the Jetterson County Parental Home,
it became "The Louisville and Jetterson County children's
Home."

This name still designates the agency as a whole,

but the more intormal names "Ormsby Village" and "Ridgewood"
are used

respective~y

ror the two institutional divisions tor

the white anQ negro children.
The Louisville and Jetterson County Children's Home
is a public agency supported jointly by the city ot Louisville
and Jetterson County.

All children under care have been com1

mitted through the {etterson County Juvenile Court.

In

accordance with the change in thinking as to the best type ot
care tor aelinquent

an~

dependent children, there has been an

increasing tendency to place children in toster homes, or
2
wherever possible to keep them in their own homes.
1

Margaretta Weber, ~w_o_r_k~i_n~~w_i_t~h~~D_e~e_n~d~e~n_t__a_n~d~D_e__
lin uent Children in the Same Institution Anchorage, Kentucky:
Ormsby Village press, 19~5 , p. 1.
2
Sherrill, OPe cit., p. Zl.
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Besides the two institutions, Ormsby Village and
R1dgewood, the

Lou1svi~~e

and Jefferson County

Chil~ren's

Home aiso has charge or the Children's Center, formerly
calle~ the Detention Home, and Sunshine Lodge which is an

adjunct or the Children's Center.

nere are received for

temporary care, pending tinal disposition by the Juvenile
Court, the dependent,

neglecte~,

of Jefferson County.

The Center is used for the older

~nd

delinquent children

children, and Sunshine Lodge is used for the younger
1

children, Delow the age or ten.
first cleared through the Center.

However, ail children are
The runction of the

Children's Center is best described as a threetold one.

(1)

It is a aetent10n home for ail juveniles Of Jefferson County
awaiting hearing by the Juvenile Court.

Some may be com-

mitted to the Louisville and Jerferson County Children's
Home and some

m~y

agency.

It is a receiving home for all children com-

(2)

not be; some may already be wards Of the

mitted by the Juvenile Court to the Louisville and Jefferson
County Ch1ldren's Home.

These children remain in the

Children's Center until. plans are formulated ror them as to
their placement, e1ther at the institution, Ormsby Village
or Ridgewood, in a toster home, in their own home, or with
1

Personal interview with Mr. William H. Pyne,
Assistant Sup~rintendent, Louisville and Jeff~rson County
Children's Home an~ Supervisor of the Children's Center,
May, 1948.

•
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relatives.

(3)

It is a temporary abode tor

Louisv1~le

and Jetterson County Children's Home wards between transfers and placements,

wni~e

receiving special care, study

or treatment such as medical, psychological, psychiatric,
and case work service, or ror any other special reason which
the agency might teel was needed ror the child.
The Social Service Department is a vital part of the
Louisville and jetferson County Children's Home.
tact with the child as soon

a~

It has con-

he is committed by the juvenile

Court to the Louisville and jefterson County Children's Home.
until approximately two years ago, a member or the Social
Service Department participated in scheduled conterences at
the Juvenile Court where the decision was made as to whether
or not the child should be recommended for commitment.

Th1s

pract1ee has been discontinued on a routine basis, however,
and conrerences are now made

on~y

by appointment.

It is the

hope or the agency that these regularly scheduled confer1

ences will be resumed.
As soon as a child is committed to the agency, a
social worker is assigned to him.

This contact is begun while

he is still at the Children's Center and continues during his
entire period or commitment, or until tne agency releases him.
Case work service is given to every ward or the Louisville and
1

Personal interView with Mrs. Catherine Y. FOX,
Assistant Director and Supervisor or Case Work, Louisville
and jefferson County Children's Home, May, 1948.

$ -
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Jefterson

Ooun~y

Children's Home.

ehila is begun while

h~

The

ini~ial

is still at the center.

s~udy

or the

He is given

a physical examination anQ testen by the Psychology Department.

Where indicated, psychiatric service is available.

The social worker has the use or
recommendations, whicA
child.

he~p

~Aese

reports with possible

in tormulating plans ror the

His problems are considered rrom every angle in the

hope of eftecting the kind ot placement which will be most
helpful and desirable tor him,.

His interests ann abili"ties

are discovered, ann he is g1ven some
institution ir "that is

~o

in~erpreta~ion

ue his placemen"t.

or

~he

Rela"tionship

with the chilQ by the social worker is maintained throughout
his entire commitment.
The most impressive thing observed by Mrs. sherrill
in her stuny was the manner in which each child was cons 1dered as an individual. I'rom the
1
his release.

1;

ime

01

comm1 tment unt il

Ormsby Village and Ridgewoon are built on the cottage
plan.

The open system without confining walls is a feature

of the "campus," as the, children generally speak of the
Village.

There is no segregation or dependents and delinquents.
Thepsychiatrist tor the Juvenile Court, Dr. Ethel H.

O'Brien, is also the psychiatrist tor the LouisvilLe and Jefferson County Children's Home.

Thus she is active on many

cases and tamiliar with some of their problems before they are
actually committed to the Home.
1

Sherrill,

~.

cit., p. 18.
~.

CHAPTER I I
SOME FACTS ABOUT EPILEPSY

CHAPTER II
SOME FACTS ABOUT EPILEPSY
This chapter will attempt to set rorth briefly some
of the facts about epilepsy.

First, what is epilepsy?

In the last two decades, older concepts of the nature
and origin or these paroxysms have crumbled under the discoveries and contributions or neuro-pathologists, neurosurgeons, biochemists, physiologists, and physicians, who
now consider these seizures to be not a disease, but a
symptom of underlying pathology. Convulsive seizures are
so infinitely variable in ch~racter and incidence and
generally so hidden in origin that they have deried
attempts at definition.
Because of this, the name "epilepsy" is considered by many authorities to'be an inaccurate and undesirable term. It has been suggested that
"paroxysmal disorders," "convulsive state," or "convulsive
seizures," be used instead.~
Lennox, who is considered by many to be one or the
foremost authorities on epilepsy, believes the word "epilepsy"
should not be opposed but that the public should be educated
to a sane and scientific attitude toward it.

He suggests the

use of the word "seizures," which is synonymous with "epilepsy"
or "fits."
--

,

Another descriptive term is "cerebral (brain)
!

dysrhythmia {disordered-

2
rhyt~m)."

1

The Epileptic Child in IllinOis (Illinois Commission
for Handicapped Childre~, june 1~43J, p. ~.
2

New York:

William G. Lennox, Science and Seizures (2d Edition;
Harper and Brotners, 1946), pp. 18-19.
1'7
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The tnree kinds or seizures are descriDed by Yahraes
in the tollowing word.:

"

1. Grand Mal
This ~reat illness" attects more persons than other
types ot ~pileptic seizures. During a grand mal attac~,
the patient loses consciousness, his muscles tighten,
and he ralls. He may cry out or groan, although he does
not remember pain. Saliva appears on his lips. His
tace may be rirst ausky and then pale. He twitches violently tor a minute or two--it seems much longer to the
worried bystander. Usually in a rew minutes he lies
relaxed. Then he may sleep heavi~y ror hours, or he may
get up but reel dull ror a snort period.

2. Petit Mal \Py~no-~pilepsy)
Seizures are much mor'e frequent in this "small
illness" but are otten overlooked because th~y last only
a rew seconds. Usually there is a rhythmic twitching or
eyelids or eyebrows.
~he patient rarely talls.
Dr. Tracy Putnam gives this account or petit mal
"The patient was sitting ca~m~y in the ortice,
discus~inghis symptoms.
He stopped in the middle or a
sentence, stared vacantly, blinked, ana went on with
what he was saying, only slightly conrused." Parents
orten d1sregard petit mal attacks in a chila, supposing
that eveDtua~lY they will disappear. Usually they do.
However, out o~' a ~arge group studied, one out 0]; every
tn~ee pat1ents with petit mal later develOp grand mal.
attac~:

3. Psychomotor
This is the most difficult to diagnose because the
attacks vary greatly trom one patient to another and
because mild torms may look like petit mal and severe
torms like grand mal. The name indicates that a
psychic disturbance is the prinCipal feature or the
attacks. This type' is infrequently tound.
In a psychomotor seizure the patient is amnesic;
that is, he may appear to be conscious, although afterward he does not remember anything that happened. Most
such attacks last only a tew minutes but with a few
patients they continue longer. Patients have even gone
1

Herbert Yahraes, Epilepsy--The Ghost is out ot the
Closet, public Affairs Pamphlet No. 98 (New York: Public
Atfairs committee, Inc., 1944), pp. 18-20.

w
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to a strange city without knowing what they were doing.
The psychomotor seizure m~y appear to be only a temper
tantrum or a period of queer behavior--as in the case
of a man who would wander around the room pulling down
pictures and throwing books on the floor. When such
episodes begin abruptly, are contrary to the personts
ordinary charac~er, and are not remembered by the
patient, they are sugges~ive or epilepsy.
In many
cases it is hard ror parents and associates to believe
that the patientts behavior is caused by anytAing but a
"mean streak," But evidence that it is caused by a form
or epilepsy Can be shown by the electroencephalograph,
or by the alleViation or such attac~s following medical .
treatment.
All types or seizures may be so mild as to be hardly
discernible.

ps~chomotor

A psychic or

.eizure may manitest

itselr as a period of sharply altered disposition, or or an
aggressive, antisocial act which the person cannot account
for.
The

Some "behavior
border~ine

proo~em"

between psycAic

or mind or conduct is not
of petit

m~l

children are or this type.
seizu~es

sharp~y

and other disorders

drawn.

The presence also

or grand mal attacks and the distinctive

electrical record or the brain classiries the acts as epi1

leptic.
As to causes, Dr. Lennox states that in about onefourth or tAe cases some injury to the brain is at rault-injury reSUlting rrom a severe blOW, encephalitis, meningitis,
a tumor, or hardening or the brain arteries.

The more usual

cause is an inherent tendency or predisposition to seizures
which was present at birtA.

Seizures may also result from

1

Lennox, Science and Seizures, pp.

~1-32.

#444!i
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disorders of body function such as the great lowering ot the
blood sugar, or some

unp~easant

or terr1tying experiences
1

may bring an underlying tendency to the tore.
An aid in diagnosis and treatment is the

e~ectro-

encephalograph, an instrument tor recording the electrical
currents or waves of the brain.

The electroencephalogram

(electric brain record) is commonly called E.E.G. or "brain
waves. ft

The electroencephalogram

epilepsy trom tainting or

he~ps

hys~eria,

in differentiating

in locating brain

injuries or tumors, in indicating.the seriousness ot the
case. in suggesting the best drug to be used, and in tollow2

ing the succe.s of the treatment.
The three most commonly used drugs at the present
.,

time are dilantin, used for grand mal and psychomotor
seizures; phenobarbital, also used tor grand mal and psychomotor epilepsy; and tridione, used tor petit mal epilepsy.
The last named drug cures completely approzimately 30 per
cent ot petit mal eases, helps 30 per cent. and is of no
value at all to another 30 per cent.

Tridione is a con-

vulsant, and it the patient has a combination ot grand mal
and petit mal it will cause convulsions of the grand mal
type.

Theretore, it is necessary tirst to control the grand
1

Lennox, The Epileptic--Who He Is--What He Can Do
(Chicago: American Epilepsy ~eague, Inc., undated), p. 2.
2
~.,

p.

3.

a
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mal seizures (by dilantin or phenobarbita!) and then to use
1

the tridione for the petit mal.

~No general census or the number or persons having
seizures is available either tor the United states or any
other country.

Due to the nature or the problem, it does

not lend itselr readily to statistical study.
'.'

concealed for fear of social stigma.
the disorder do not
be

incurao~e.

se.~

Or, the

It is often

Many suftering from

medical treatment, believing it to

se1zur~s

may De so mi!d that they are

not recognized tor what they are.

For these reasons, most

2
estimates made as to the incidence of seizures are too low.
Nevertheless, Dr. Lennox estimates that there are at
least 500,000 persons in the United states who are or have

.,

.been subject to seizures.

This is about

having active tUberculosis or diabetes.
very important disorder.

equa~

to the number

It is, thererore, a

And when one considers that tor

every person who has seizures,

~here

are about twenty who

have a predisposi~ion to it, its importance is mu!tiplied.
Dr. Roseman, of Louisville General Hospital, estimates that
Kentucky has 30,000

ep1~eptics,

of whom 20,000 are below the

4

age Of sixteen.
1

Lecture by Dr. Ephraim Roseman·to a class of the
Kent School Of Social Work, University or ~ouisv1!le, April 20,
1948.
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Dr. Lennox states that peculiarities of personality
or behavior are

~lmost

the rule among institutional epileptics,

while they are the exception among c!inic or private patients.
There may be a "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" type of personality,
cheerful and cooperative one day, the next day antagonistic,
resistive, irritab!e. or moody.

In otner patients, however,

there are constant and apparent!y rixed characteristics or
stubbornness, loquacity, persistent "one track" ideas, petty
bodily symptoms, and
leptic personality."

complain~s.

Some ca!! this the "epi-

Dr. Lennox be!ieves that these unpleasant

traits are found but rarely in intelligent patients who have
received proper psychologiCa! treatment from the beginning.

He

believes theae traits of instability and hypochondriasis are
not limited to epi!eptics but are symptoms round in any chronic
1

illness.
To correct some or tne common falLacies about epilepsy,
2
these counter statements are suggested by Lennox:

I

The tendency is for seizures to get better with the
years rather than worse. Mental deterioratiGn is not a
necessary or even usual accompaniment or epilepsy.
It is
better to have "true" epilepsy rather than so-called
"symptomatic" epilepsy. Activity ot bo4y and mind and
not "complete rest" is the best treatment tor most patients.
The great majority,or patients, perhaps 75 per cent, can
be rid or three-fourths or their seizures and many are completely well with careful tollowing or experienced medical
advice. Epilepsy is not a complete mystery. The cause is
as well known as the cause of diabetes or obesity. Finally,
continued research should uncover new methods ot treatment.
1

Lennox, The Epileptic Patient and the Nurse (Boston:
American Epilepsy League', Inc., undated), pp. 12-13.
2
Ibid •
.............

•
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CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE GROUP
Sex, Race, and Age at Commitment
Twenty-eight cases were studied.

As shown in

Table 1, the children ranged in age trom 6 to 16 years at
the time ot their commitment.

There was a tairly even

distribution in age, with the largest number ot commitments

(8) at the age ot 15.

Four children each were committed at

the ages ot 14 and 6 years.

The remaining 12 children were

distributed throughout the other years in smaller numbers.
It is interesting to note that the majority ot children
were committed during adolescan'ee.
t,

TABLE 1
AGE OF COMMITMENT BY SEX AND RACE

Age at

Sex
Male

Commitment
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

16
Total

White
'2
1

, -3
I,

1
2

I 5

II
1

3
1

18

Female

Ne_gro

--

2
1

2

,

-

-

-

1

I Negro i Total

-

--1

3
2
2

-2
5

Whi te

-

1

1

Total

7
4
1
1

--

4

23

24

-1

-

1

,

i

-

1

2

--1
1
-1
-5

Total
4

1

-

3
2
2
1
8
4
2
1

28
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By sex, there was an unequal distribution.
three or the 28 children were males.

Twenty-

Of the males, there

were more than three times as many white-boys (18) as negro
boys (5) in the group.

Of the 5 girls included in the study,

4 were white and 1 was negro.

These findings are interesting

but hardly significant, in view or the small number of cases
studied.

They do not seem to go along with the statement

that "incidence of seizures is about the same in the two
1

It is very

sexes. 1t

li~ely

that the distribution would have

become more balanced as the number increased, but that is
only a conjecture.
Mental Development and School
Table 2 shows the distribution in percentage of children
by level of intelligence.

This is compared with the level or

intelligence or a group or children committed to the Louisville
and Jefrerson County Chilaren's Home over a year's period or
time and with the general population.
The classifications used ror level ot intelligence
are those used by the Psychology Department or the Louisville
and Jefferson County Children's Home.

I.Q.. scores eorrespond-

ing to these classifications are as tollows:
140 and above; superior, 120 -

1~9;

very superior,

bright normal, 110 - 119;

average, 90 - 109; dull normal, 80 - 89"; borderline, 70 - 79;
mental detective, below 70.
1
r

Lennox, Science and Seizures, p. 39.

t
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TABLE 2
LEVEL OF INTELLIGENCE IN LOUISVILLE AND JEFFERSON COUNTY
CHILDREN'S HOME POPULATION, GENERAL
POPULATION, AND STUDY GROUP

Level of
Intelligence
(1 )

"

Per Cent
General
a
Population
(2 )

Per Cent
L&JCOH
b
COlilmitments
(31

Per Cent
Study
Group
(4)

Very Superior

0.25

Superior

6.75

1.30

Bright Normal

13.00

5.50

Average

60.00

31.10

35.70

Dull Normal

13.00

25.30

32.20

Borderline

6.00

25.30

21.40

Mental Defective

1.OU

.1.1.:)0

7.1u

3.6U

a

Figures from Florence M. Teagarden, Child Psychology
for Professional Workers (rev. ed.; New York: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1~46), p. 3~3.
b

Figures compiled from compu~a~lons taken from Pauline
Klinger, Second Annua.1. Report, Psychology Department, L&JCCH,
Anchorage, Kentucky, July 1. J.~44-Ju~y ~, 1~40.
Pages unnumbered.
The figures in column 3 were compiled uy the writer
from computations secured on all new commitments to Louisville
and Jefferson County Children's Home for the year July 1, 1944
to July 1, 1945.

The percentages used in the report w.ere de-

rived from verbal I.Q. scores.

The figures in column 2,

.

tt

a
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pertaining to the general population, were taken rrom
Teagarden's Child Psychology tor Professional Workers.

Miss

Teagarden stated that the figures were approximations derived
1

from many sources and were fairly familiar and in common use.
The percentages for the 28 children studied by the
writer appear in column 4.

Again, due to the small number or

eases studied, it is not telt that any

genera~izations

can be

made, but it is interesting to see where these 28 children
group themselves.
It can be seen that by far the largest percentage ot
the general population (column 2) talls in the average category and that the percentages or the general population
included in other

'.

ca~egories

become smaller and smaller as

one moves away trom the average toward the extremes or the
distribution.

The Louisville and Jefterson County Children's

Home comm.itment group, on the other hand, talls more largely
into the dulL normal, borderline, and mental detective ranges
than does the general
bright

norma~,

popula~lon,

with tew in the average,

and superior categories.

To quote Miss

Elizabeth McCarley, Head ot the Psychology Department, Louisville and Jefferson County Children's Home, "Our reports, in
reference to children's levels ot intelligence, more otten contain the terms dull normal and borderline than the terms
1

Florence Teagarden, Child Psychology tor Professional
Workers (rev. ed.; New York: Prentice-Hall. Inc., 1946) p. 391.

•
28
1

superior and bright

In this connection, then, it

norma~."

can be seen that the 28 chilaren included in this study align
themselves within the categories one might expect to be more
popular in the Louisville and Jefferson County Children's Home.
Table

~

shows two relationships:

(1) the relationship

between level of intelligence and educational achievement as
portrayed by the results or

psycho~ogical

relationship between the child's

actua~

testing, ana (2) the

school grade placement

and his educational achievement.
The

verba~

scores or

~he

as the basis for categorizing the
etc.

inte~ligence
chi~a

test were used

as average, dull normal,

His eaucational achievement was secured rrom the results

or an achievement test.

In most eases the Educational Quotient

and the grade score were given, which showed the level at which
the child had tested to perrorm in school work.

When his per-

torzance was on a par with his level or intelligence, the
writer interpretea and tabulated
when his pertormance was

be~ow

~his

as standard (column 3);

his native ability, he was con-

sidered as below (column 4); when no achievement test was
administered, the writer used the un~nown column (5).
It was
bet.een the

fe~t

chi~d's

that it was more rair to
grade

p~acement

ma~e

a comparison

and his achievement than

between his placement and his level of intelLigence, but all
1

Memorandum writ~en by ~lizabeth McCarley, Psychology
Department, L8eJCCH, ·Class1rication or Intell.igence According
to Test Pertormances," December 12, 1947.

TABLE 3
RELATIONSHIP O~ EDUCATIONAL AOHIEVEMENT BY LEVEL OF INTELLIGENOE AND
GRADE.PLAOEMENT BY LEVJi:L OJ' INTBLLIGENCEAND EDUCATIONAL.ACHIEVEMENT

Level of'
Intelligence

I
I

Ij

I
I,
I
]

(2)

(31

-

-

,
!
I

Mental
Derective

I.

-

1

,..

10

I

i
!

6

!

II

!

3

I

j

6

1

2

!I
I

6

-

!

I!, ,

I
I

1

1

28

'1

-

-

-

-

-

3

1

I

2
4

I

2

-

!

I -

1

I

1

-

I

9

I - II

i

•
1

.e

I

Total Standard

111

Total

Achievement and Placement
Grade Placement b7
Bducational Achieve.ent
fUnNouIUnBelowjknown Standard Below Above Special known attendance
(11)
('11
(8l
(91 i 110)
l41 (51
.l61

Educational
Achieve.ent

I

I
!

1

-

-

g

4

I

I
. -

- I
!
- !,,

I
!
i

1

i
I

-

4

!,

,,,I

- I

\

1 I

!

1

3

3

t
j

I

I

1

I

1

iI

!

I
I

1

9

5

N
.0

!
!

1 ,

I

1

2

!I

2

I

1

.
!

tI

Ii
I

~

-

1

i

1

I

1

- I, -

-

·1·

- .

1

12

I

!

5

4

j

.ue
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the time taking into account his level
There~ore,

intelligence.

the second part ot the table, columns 6 through

11, is interpreted in this way.
o~

o~

For example, when a child

average ability (level ot intelligence) made a grade

score or educational achievement compatible with this level
and was also actually placed in a grade at the same level,
he was considered standard, colu.n 6; it he had been placed
in a grade below his achievement, he would have been considered below, column 7.

som~

children were placed in a

speCial and ungraded classes and this accounts

~or

column 9.

Naturally, ir a child had not been given an achievement test,
his grade placement, no matter what the grade, high or low,
could not be compared with an unknown achievement.

The other

columns are selt-explanatory.
With this interpretation in mind, the table reveals
some interesting tacts.

It appears that nearly one-halt (12)

ot the children upon commitment to the Home did not achieve

at their level

o~

intelligence.

These were children not at

the lowest extreme, tor they were average and dull normal.
Seven ot the 28 children showed achievement comparable with
their native level; the remaining 9 either were not given
achievement tests or the results

or

the test were not

available.
As to actual grade placement, 4 ot the children were
placed in a grade compatible with their level ot achievement;

31
3 of these were of average, 1 of dull normal ability.

One

child, of average ability, was placed below his performance
as shown in achievement test.

The largest number of children,

9, were placed in a higher grade than shown on the achievement test; 4 of these were of average ability, 3 of dull
normal, and 1 each in the next two lower categories.

These 9

children, it would seem, might encounter some difficulty by
the higher placement.

It is noted that 5 children were placed

in special classes, where the,needs of the individual child
were considered.

This method was often used at the institu-

tion, as well as in some of the city public schools.

Adjust-

ing the curriculum to fit the special needs of the child
where he would rind the regular graded classwork too competitive and too difficult is a device used in many school
systems today.
There are many reasons why children do not attend
school.

It was interesting to see some of the most common

reasons for missing school among this group of children.
Table 4 gives a picture of this.

By showing the results in

relation to level of intelligence, the figures are more
maningful.
Examination of Table 4 shows the signiricant fact
that unauthorized absences and lock-up or detention in the
Children's Center were the main reasons for non-attendance

--

---

----------

-------_._-----,.
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TABLE 4
REASONS FOR SOHOOL NON-ATTENDANCE ANY TIME
BY LEVEL. OF INTELLIGENCE

LeTel ot Intelligence

Reason tor
School NonAttendanoe*

-

Total Children
Lock-up or
Children's
Center
Unauthorized
Absenoe
Kental
DeficiencY'

I

I
,

I!

I
I

I

Home Conditions!

I

Hospi ta11zation

Expelled due to,
BehaTior
!
Problems
Health ExclusiTe of
seizures
school Non!
Acceptance due
to Court
Record

• The

I,

i

1 i

-

I

I

i

2

28

2

22

4

2

22

2

1

1

.1

-

-

- 1

6

2

2

1

11

- - -l

3

1

-

7

-

I
I
j

• 1
I

1

10

I-

I
- - - 1
J
1

1

8

,

j

I

7

i

!

.1

t

!

I
I

- -

- I-

l

I i

I

3

II
,

-

!

I
!,

2

2

i

,

i

II
I

!

I
I

,
I

I,,

,

7

I

I
I

6

I,

!
8

i

-

9

Ii

;

I

Seizures

Used Spells
to be Exoused

I

I Ment
l.1
V Sup SUPiBr Ii ATerlDull Ii BorderlDefec Total

4-

i

j

I

j

-

- - - f

1

i

- - -

-

1

-

2

-

2

I1

1

- !

5

- I

1

!

II

!
••

3

II -

-

1
2

data shown in Tertical columns are duplicated as
non-attendance bY' one child maY' haTe been caused bY' more than
one tactor.
V Sup - VerY' Superior
Dull N - Dull Normal
Sup - Superior
Border - Borderline
Br N - Bright Normal
Ment Defee - Mental Deteotive
ATer - Average

'i4Q
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at school by these 28 children.

Twenty-two ot the 28

children missed school due to these two reasons.

The dis-

tribution was tairly even among each level ot intelligence.
There were 3 children who missed school due to mental
deticiency.
line.

(!

Two ot these were dull normal and 1 was border-

The case ot Jasper is used as an illustration.

Jasper, age 11. dull normal, was a thin. sallow taced
boy who was otten described as an unhappy and "pathetic"
child. He had been in the second grade betore commitment.
Plans had been made to place him in a toster home with two
younger siblings, but due; to his history he was brought to
Ormsby Village tor study trom" neurological, psychiatric,
and psychological angles. He remained on eampus tor eight
months where he telt "picked on" by the other children.
His small physique and SOCial interiority made it ditticult
tor him to detend himseif in the group. As a result ot his
inadequacies and irritat1ng manner he was constantly
~1cked on."
His teachers at the Village felt he needed to be where
he could teel more secure and receive much personal attention. They did not believe institutional lite was best
tor this Child.
Jasper also was an enuresis problem and
an excessive smoker, the latter since the age ot tour.
He had epileptic seizures and was on medication. Some ot
his behaVior was "queer" and "crazy acting," as it he had
no reasoning power. All his tamily considered him feebleminded. He cried incessantly, and his" taachers thought
he had gone "down hill" and needed the individual attention
a toster home could provide. He lacked motor control enough
to write and was unable to do second grade work.
His tirst toster home placement, atter eight months
at Ormsby Village, lasted one and one-halt months.
Jasper
went to it "thrilled" over the prospect and with the otter
to give up smoking. Atter a week the toster mother discontinued his medication without consulting the agency,
for she thought it made him too "dopey."
Jasper was placed in second grade at the public school.
The school was given a psychological report and a history
ot his problems and needs. His childish mannerisms,
nervousness, stealing, and inability to learn made his
school supervision very ditticult.
The school principal
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and teacher rerused to al~ow 4im in school and threatened
to send 41m to Feeble Minded Institute. His foster mother
stood by him until the stealing episode, with which she
telt unable to cope. She thought him sweet and Obedient
in the home, though slow and exasperating. She said he
was a Clever, adaptable child.
Two children did not attend school due to home conditions.
homes.

These both ocourred during placements in their own
Charles is cited as an example.
Charles, a bOy or average ability, was committed at

14 as a dependent, in that there was no proper guardianship, no visible means at subsistence and the home was
untit. The rather had deserted and tive younger siblings
were all placed in cathol~c orphanages.
CO

Charles "marked time" at Ormsby Village. At tirst
he blamed his mother tor.his commitment and never wanted
to see her. Soon he began a series ot unauthorized
absences during which he always went home, his mother
reporting him shortly thereafter. After a stay at two
months in Children's Center during which he received
psychiatric service pending plans, he was placed at home
with his mother and enrolled in parochial 8chool. This
was recognized as a poor si.uation due to the mother's
rej.ection ot Charles and his consequent resentment of
her drinking and immorality. Atter a stormy two weeks
Charles was willingly returned to the Children's center.
His attendance ~t school had bee. erratiC. School
authorities and neighbors stated that Charles behaved well
and thought the mother was the basis ot the trouble in
their constant quarreling and fighting.
Eleven ot the 28 children mi8sed school due to
hospitalization other than that pertaining to their seizures.
Seven children did not attend school because ot their seizures.
Three ot these were ot average ability, 3 were dull normal,
,

and 1 was borderline.

Douglas, the boy at borderline ability

is used as illustration.

Douglas began to haTe grand mal seizures at the age
of 11, two years after his commitment and while he was
at Ormsby Village.
Immediately foll.owing commitment he
was placed in his first and only foster home where he
remained for ten months. He made a satisfactory adjustment, was sociable and made friends quickly. He was
returned to Ormsby Village because the foster mother
secured full time employment.
Douglas then stayed at Ormsby Village for four years.
It was during this time that his epileptic seizures began.
He was a small boy and used that as an excuse to get out
of work. He was very babiried, cried frequently and
capitalized on his size. His conduct was rair, with occasional temper tantrums. As his attacks diminished he
became more nervous. His cottage mother described him
as"absolutely truthful, never impudent, and the best
child on campus." He was:rinally placed at home with
his elderly grandmother and half-sister who was reeble
minded. The mother, an epileptic, was dead, and the
father had deserted.
Douglas had been in an ungraded
class at the Village, and he was given a similar placement in the city school, where he aajusted well and was
happy. He remained in school in such an assignment ror
two years. The teachers and children were fond or him.
Then he began having seizures again. He was so
embarrassed when they happened at school that he was
allowed to withdraw from school. The school relt he had
made no progress whatever in his wor~. He was 16 years
old at the time. At the death or the grandmother, there
were no relatives w111ing or rinanciallY able to ta~e
responsibility ror Douglas.
During his placement with his grandmother it was felt
that he had deteriorated mentally. He was SOCially inadequate, wandering about on his bicycle until very late
at night. He could not keep himselr clean or properly
clothed. He was in· no way equipped to support himself.
In his own words he could do nothing but "ride a bike."
Douglas had, nowever, shown some aptitude with his hands.
In view of all this, he was riled on for admission to
Kentucky Training School (formerly Feeble Minded Institute). To SUbstantiate this a later psychological test
was given.
In this he tested at the lowest point in the
borderline group. One point lower on the test would have
placed him at the high moron level. Douglas was accepted
by and entered Kentucky Training School.
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There were 5 children who were expelLed because ot
behavior problems.

It is interesting to note that 2 were

ot average and 2 ot dull normal ability.
One boy was placed in a private, religious boarding
school by his mother soon atter his commitment to the agency.
He had average ability and ottered no problems except tor the
complaint that he would not study.
lived.

His stay there was short-

When the school learned he had a Juvenile Court record

they retused to keep him.
Two children, ot average ability, "used" their spells
to get excused trom school.

One boy did not want to take

Physical Education while placed at home.

He arranged for an

excuse from a private physiCian even though the agency
physician would not recommend his exemption from the class.
Reason tor Commitment
The statutes of the Louisville and Jetferson County
Children's Home provide for the care of dependent, neglected,
and delinquent children.

However, the Jefferson County

Juvenile Court commits children on only either
dependency or Qelinquency.

ot

two bases,

It has been stated that by tar

the largest number of the children committed to the agency
.1

were neglected.

Table 5 shows the reason tor commitment

according to sex and race.
1

Personal interview with Mrs. Catherine Y. FOX,
May, 1948.
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TABLE 5
REASON FOR COMMITMENT BY SEX AND RACE

Reason for
Commitment
Dependency
,.

Male
White Negro

,

Deli~quency I
Ii

Total
a

lOb

3

8a !

2

I

i

18

5

l~

Female
White! Ne_gro I Total
!
!
1
3
I 4

10

-

Total

a

i

!

1

2~

4

I

1

l

Total

17

1

11

5

28

:

One child was committed a second time as a delin-

quent.
bOne child was committed a second time as a dependent.
cone child was committed a second and third time
as a delinquent.
The majority of the children were committed on
dependency rather than delinquency charges.

This would seem

to bear out the above statement that many children were
neglected.

Some children brought in to court on delinquent

charges in the petition are frequently committed as dependents.

This might seem to be due to the tact that upon court

investigation the child was seen to be more neglected than
delinquent, thus causing the court to change the charges
from delinquency to dependency.

The writer has no tacts to

substantiate this observation.

Of the 23 boys in the group,

the basis for commitment was fairly evenly divided--l5 on
dependency and 10 on aelinquency.
balanced picture.

The girls showed a less

Five girls were committed; Of these, 4

were for dependency and 1 for delinquency.

•
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The fact that 4 children had recommitments is not as
significant as one might first believe.

One boy had three

commitments, each upon the basis or delinquency.

This was

really a matter of technicality by the Juvenile Court for
there was no breaK oetween the dates of release and recommitment.

During the time of this boy's commitment, the

Juvenile Court judge instituted the practice of the agency
releasing any ward of the Louisville and Jefferson County
Children's Home who was to appear in court on charges.
Therefore, this boy was released by the agency, only to be
recommitted to the agency immediately thereafter.
With the other 3 children, there was a lapse or time
between release by the agency and recommitment by the Juvenile
Court.

The oase of Stephen, who had two commitments for de-

linquency is cited.

He ran away when returning rrom Louisville

General Hospital to the Children's Center after receiving an
electroencephalogram.
ment.

This was three weeks after his commit-

Stephen was not apprehended, and the case was carried

by the agency seven months before he was released.
believed

bu~

It was

unconfirmed that he had been staying with rela-

tives from time to time during this period.
for his release were:

Reasons given

the agency's belief that he would be

a serious school problem and behavior problem at Ormsby Village
because he was

80

easil.y led;' the agency doubted his mental
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ability (borderline range) to control his delinquencies.
He was recommitted eight months later on the charge
thett

or

a motor scooter.

o~

At the same time Stephen's

mother was tined ror contributing to nis delinquency.
stephen was given a suspended sentence to Kentucky Houses

or

Retorm on his recommitment.

From the time he was placed

at the Village he was either absent without leave or in the
lock-up.

His last unauthorized absence was two months long,

when he was

pick~d

up on charges of stealing and wrecking a

truck, carrying burglary tools, and cutting a screen door at
an A&P store.

His suspended sentence to Kentucky Houses or

Reform went into errect and he was committed to that institution.

There was very

litt~e

opportunity ror any service

to De orrered by the agency to this boy.
Broken Homes
The stability ot the aome has a great eftect upon
children and their behavior and happiness.

Many children

who are well physically rind the emotional stress and strain
or home conditions somet1mes hard to bear.

Ohildren who

have the turther handicap or seizures have an additional disadvantage.

It cannot be accurately measured how great a part

this might play in the child's ability to accept his condition
and adjust socially, but it is interesting to see how many
ehildren in the group came from broken homes.

Table 6 is

presented to show this in relation to the basis for commitment.
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TABLE 6
CHILDREN FROM BROKEN HOMES
BY BASIS OF COMMITMENT

Reason tor

Status of Home
f

;

"

I

Commitment

Broken

Not Broken

Dependency

16

1

17

6

5

11

22

6

28

Delinquency
Total

Total

More than three-tourths, or 22 of the children came
trom broken homes.

As to reason tor commitment, 16 Of the

22 trom broken homes were committed tor dependency and 6 tor
delinquency.

ot the 6 who came trom more stable homes, 1

was committed tor dependency and 5 tor delinquency.
Admissions to Children's Center
Since the Children's Center is used by the Louisville
and

~etterson

County Children's Home both betore and atter

the children are committed to the agency as wards, it 1s
interesting to see how many admissions each chilu had.

Table

7 presents the tindings' on each of the 28 children.
The number ot admissions for each child is shown before
and atter commitment.

There is a further break-down as to de-

pendency or delinquency.
the Louisville and

Atter a child has been committed to

~etferson

County Children's Home either as

a dependent or a delinquent, his subsequent admissions at the
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TABLE 7
ADMISSIONS TO CHILDREN'S CENTER BEFORE AND AFTER COMMITMENT
TO LOUISVILLE AND JEFFERSON COUNTY CHILDREN'S HOME

Admissions to Children's Center
Case
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

fBef ore C ommi tmen tl After Commitment
Total Number
\
to L&JCCH
I
to L&JCCH
,I
Ii
1
\Dep i Del Total :Dep: Del Total
Admissions
.
I!
3
3
3
9
1

1
1
1

5
4
1

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Total

1
5
1
:;
6
4

5
1
3
6
4

1
2

17
18
19
20
21

9
2
1
1
5
4

1
2
7
3

7
2

1
4

4

1
1

1
1

i1
2

2
2
4
1

1

4
1
:;
4
2
60

1
1
24
,

7
5
4

1
5
5
1

2
3
5
5
1

6

6

12

5
1
13

2

4

':j

9

6
18

8
20

2
2

3
5
7

1
8
6
10
12
7

3

1

6

3

:>
12
8

4

4

-

5
5
1
2

1
1
2

16
3
6
6
6
6

3
5
7
6
2

4
3
84

7

1

1

;3

~t>

9
1
7
82

i

9
1
10
117

1
13
5
13

201

Louisville and Jefferson County Children's
L&JCCH
Home
Dep
Dependency
Delinquency
Del

-
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center carry the same designation, unless charges of the
other designation have been riled against him.

If the court

changes his status from a dependent to a delinquent, or vica
versa, his subsequent admissions then carry the new designation.

This means, then, that a ward of the Louisville and

Jerferson County Children's Home, committed as a dependent,
'.

would thereafter be admitted as a dependent at the Center
from any number or unauthorized absences unless delinquent
charges were riled against

hi~

uy someone.

By the same

reasoning, if a child was committed to the agency as a delinquent and therearter Showed a great number or delinquent admissions to the Center, it would not necessarily mean that he
I

1 '

was entered each time because he had done something or behaved
in a delinquent manner,

a~though

it might mean that.

be admitted for any or the reasons as

previous~y

He might

stated, such

1

as special treatment or study.
Table 7 shows
known to

~he

for seldom

1S

~hat

Children's
a chila

1 chila, Case Number 14, was never

Cen~er.

commi~tea

This was an unusual case,
~o

the agency without first

going through the process of admission to the center and all
that goes with it.

In the case of Ann, however, circumstances

altered the usual procedure.
Ann, the illegitimate child of a feeble-minded mother,
had been under the supervision of a private children's
agency since the age of three, placed first with the mother
and a year later in a roster home. She was committed to
the Louisville and Jefferson County Children's Home two
years later at the request of the children's agency when she
1

Supra, p. 14.

4
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was six. Since Ann had made such an excellent adjustment in the roster home, the children's agency ofrered
to turn the home over to the Louisville and jefferson
County Children's Home as a foster home in order that
Ann might remain in a home where she seemed happy and
secure.
These arrangements were made, which account
for Ann's total lack ot admissions to the Children's
Center
As to the other cnildren, it can be seen that all
were known to the Children's Center betore commitment.
"

Although Table 7 does not reveal this. the writer observed
in the study ot the cases that a great many of the Center
admissions following commitment were due to unauthorized
absences.
No generalizations may be derived rrom this table as
to the adjustment ot the children.

It is merely a portrayal

of the number ot times the child was known to the Center.
It

indicat~s,

however, the variation between children and the

tact that there must be underlying causes.

The case ot Ruesell,

Oase Number 23, who had a total ot 20 admissions to the Oenter,
1

is used as an illustration.

When compared with Table 12 ,

intra, this table has greater signiricance.
Russell, of dull normal ability, was committed as a
dependent at the age' of six with two older siblings. The
mother was ill; the father worked and was unable to supervise. Three other older siblings had been previously committed. There were two younger siblings in the home. All
were ot borderline or dull normal intelligence.

"

Russell was considered the least attractive member ot
his family. He was trail and undernourished, and his lett
arm and shoulder were severely crippled as a result ot
intanti~e paralysis when six months old.
His history bears
1

Infra, p. 61.

"
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out rejection, neglect, and disinterest on the part of
his family, especia~LY the mo~her.
The father died when
Russell was ten. Russell was described as su~~en, lazy,
extremely dishonest, destruc~ive, sneaking, vulgar and
unclean in habits, and a severe behavior prob~em due to
frequent unauthorized absences and stealing episodes.

'.

This boy was a ward of the agency until the age of
twelve. Within a two year period he had five foster
home placements and one short placement at home. His
second home p~acement at the age or eight lasted approximately one year, when he was returned to the Village
for a period of three years until his final placement at
home and the subsequent release within a month. Due to
undernourishment and his frail condition Russell remained
out of schoal ~he first year while in a foster home.
There were other wards in the home but none of his siblings. Here he was the baby of the family and received
a good deal of attention. He improved greatly in hea~th
and attitude but was stil~ difricult to handle and inclined to be babyish. The foster mother requested his removal
because he was not trustworthy and because of some stealing.
Russell was placed at home because his mother's health
had improved. This placement lasted three months. He requested a foster home. About his own home he said: "I
ain't got nothing." There were domestic difficulties, the
mother became ill again, and Russell and an older sister
were placed in another toster home. This foster mother
tound the children hard to manage and they were removed
within three months.
The home situation was very bad during the one year
period Russell was placed there. There were frequent
absences and stealing. The standards were very low and
none of the children was given any training or discipline.
They were picked up by the police many times.
It was after his return to the Village that Russell
was found to have an abnormal e~ectroencephalogram and
he was placed on medication. There was litt~e or no
improve~ent, however.
He was seen by the psychiatrist
and psychologist at various times. It was telt that he
failed to respond to any kind of treatment. The co~tage
mother described him as a "dried up little old man," and
he made a pathetic picture. He was confused and expressionless and showed very little responsiveness.
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After the ra~her's death and when the mother was
receiving pension money ror ~he three younger children,
she was not interested in Rus~ell and the next ~wo older
children.
She especially dia not want Russell. He never
heard rrom his mother or ramily when he was at the Village.
The above ease illustrates a child whose many admissions to the Center were ror tne

mos~

part due to poor adjust-

ment in various placements and to repeated and frequent
unauthorized absences.

Russell's status changed from a de-

pendent to a delinquent after his arrest at home following an
absence at the time of his rather's funeral when he was involved in a stealing episode.
Siblings
There is no table to present the findings as to the
siblings of the 28 children included in this study.
'.

speaking, however,

~hese

Generally

children came from families with

several children, for there were only 2 who

~ad

no siblings.

One child's parents and family history were unknown.

The

remaining 25 children had siblings ranging in number from 1
to 8.

Seven children had 2

s~blings,

5 children had 3 sib-

lings, 4 children had 5 siblings, and 4 had 6 siblings.
Only ,1 child had 8 siblings.

The cases revealed both the

characteristics of warm, close relationship between children
as well as sibling rivalry.
History ot Seizures in the Family
As far as is known, 8 of the 28 children had a history
of seizures in some member or the family.

Five of these 8
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children had seizures also; the other

~

showed a predisposi-

tion to epilepsy and were considered behavior

prob~ems.

Classitication of Medical Diagnoses
The diagnoses ot the children were varied and did
not tall readily into the three types ot epilepsy as have
1

been aescrioed previously.

Instead, the records often con-

tained the term "idiopathic," which is synonymous with "true"
or "essential" epilepsy.

Lennox believes "essential" (or

"idiopathic") is synonymous w~th "hereditary"; "symptomatic"
epilepsy, on the other hand, is "acquired."

Although many

doctors believe the two groups are aistinct, he feels that
in most patients both hereditary

(essentia~)

and acquired

2

(symptomatic) causes combine.
The

cl~ssirication

used by the writer in Table 8

seemed to be the most natural grouping according to medical
diagnoses, since all children were not definitely diagnosed
to have epilepsy.
tour groups:

It was tound that the children fell into

(1) those with a diagnosis or epilepsy of whom

some carried more than one diagnosis;

(2) those diagnosed as

borderline epilepsy; (3) those diagnosed as predisposition
to epilepsy; and (4) those who had possible epileptic seizures
whiCh were never derinitely diagnosed as epilepsy.
1

Supra, :gp.

18-19.

2

Lennox, Science and Seizures, pp. 41-42.
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TABLE 8
CLASSIFICATION BY DIAGNOSIS OF CHILDREN WITH SEIZURES
AND PREDISPOSITION TO EPILEPSY

Classification by Diagnosis

Number

Total

1

Epilepsy
Encepha~itis

with Epilepsy,

Epilepsy and
Disorder

Post-encepha~itic

Behavior

1

Sub-olinical Epilepsy with Behavior
Disorder

1

Grand Mal

3

Petit Mal

1

Idiopathic Epilepsy

1

a

Primary Behavior Problem,
Idiopathic._Epi~epsy

1

Petit Mal,
Grand. .Mal

1

Total

9

Borderline Epilepsy
Narcolepsy

1

Borderline Epilepsy,
Behavior Problem

1

Total

2

Predisposition to Epilepsy
Possible Epileptic Seizures Never Diagnosed:
as Epilepsy
Total

9

8

8
28

a one child. was released trom the agency with a
diagnosis or epi~epsy with psychosis •

.
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There were' children in the tirst group; 3 ot them
carried beAavior disorder or problem as a part ot the diagnosis ot epilepsy or as an additional diagnosis.

Three

children had grand mal epilepsy, and 1 had grand mal in
combin.tion with petit mal.

One child with grand mal was

diagnosed upon release to have epilepsy with psychosis.
There were 2 children with borderline epilepsy.

One

had narcolepsy, which is characterized by attacks ot sleeping.
The second child was

diagnose~

to have borderline epilepsy

and behavior problem.
Nine children were included in the third group, predisposition to epilepsy.
electroencephalograms.

These children all showed abnormal
Without exception, they all made a

poor social adjustment and had many problems during their
"

period ot commitment.
The tourth group included 8 children who had experienced seizures, some of which were at first thought to be
epileptic but were never given a definite diagnosis ot epilepsy.

The case ot Malcolm is an illustration.

Malcolm, ot average intelligence, was a ward ot the
agency tor two years and was committed at the age ot 13
as a" delinquent tor purse snatching. He had been in
court on three previous filings involving stealing. He
was the ol~est ot tive children. There were two older
halt sisters in the home, children ot the tather's tirst
marriage. Malcolm was his mother's favorite. He was
jealous ot his little sisters; he was never impudent to
his mother. The tather was a hard working shoe repair
man, devoted to his ramily, who turned over all his
income to the wite. She managed everything--the home,
budget, children, etc. She was intelligent and a hard
worker.

leo
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Following commitment Malcolm broke out of the
Children's center and wae absent for over a month.
He was returned when apprehended for deetroying property.
The mother worked out an, approved plan to send Malcolm
to a boarding school. He remained only two weeke and did
not adjust too well. When his court record was learned,
the school refused to keep him. He was again admitted to
the center when brought in on chargee. He was placed at
Ormsby Village where he remained for seven months.

'.

His adjustment was good the first two months. He
received psychiatric treatment, and progress seemed to
be made. However, when plans for placement at home fell
through due to the father's illness, Malcolm went completely to pieces. He was perSistently absent for long periods
of time.
At his parents' request he was placed in a foster
home, and arrangements were made to continue his psychiatric treatment on Saturdays at the Center. Malcolm failed
to return to the foster home from most or ~hese conferences,
going instead to his own home and s~ating that he had been
given permission not to return to the foster home.
It was
while he was in the foster home that the ques~ion Of his
having petit mal epilepsy came up, due ~o his sudden
periods Of Wflattening" and rest~essness.
The matter of
his st~aling as an epi!ep~ic equivalent was also discussed
in conference. His teacher found him able to 40 his wor~
but his mind was "somewhere else." The electroencephalogram
showed marked abnormality.
Two months after his roster home placement he was returned to the Center and from there placed at Ormsby Village,
where he w'as to receive medication and treatment. He did
not adjust at the cottage, was very belligerent, and took
delightl in upsetting people. He had nightly furor attacks
which disturbed him and the group. He was considered obscene and even dangerous, when he threatened to kill another
boy. He was thought emotionallY incapable of understanding
the consequences ot his acts. He was placed on the Psychiatric Ward at LouisVille General Hospital tor one month tor
stUdy and observation. Another electroencephalogram, atter
medication had been given, continued to show abnormality.
Change in medication was recommended.
It was atter this period or observation that the SOCial
Service Department requested a derinite diagnosis from the
psychiatrist on Malcolm and four other children.
The report tollows:
"I see no evidence for placing a label on
them of a detinite sort • • • • • there is behavior abrogation and • • • • there has been demonstrated some functional

.e

4
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disturbance, but to place this label on them[epilepsy)I
fee~ would be a detrimen~ to their long ~ime treatment.
I am very anxious to avoid any implications that this is
true epilepsy. HI

"

Upon his return to Ormsby Village, psychiatric treatment was continued as well as medication, and he was given
a work assignment with special arrangements made ror private ~utoring in school work.
There was some improvement,
but he was disturbed because he could not quit school and
go to work. His atti~ude was tha~ since he had no~ been
able to ~rust his ramily--plans tor placement never
materializing--he could not trust anyone.
In any relationship he thought in terms of being Hdouble crossed."
Malcolm was rinally placed at nome five months before
his release. He was to c9ntinue to see the psychiatrist,
and his mother gave conseht for his taking medication,
which she had not approved or earlier. He did well at
home the first three months, and then he began staying
out late and running with a gang of boys. He made threats
to "kill all cops"; this embitterment toward police resulted trom his blaming them for his rirst commitment. The
mother sought the agency's help, admitting Malcolm's need
tor medication and offering to cooperate in seeing that
he got it.
When he was apprehended by the police in a stolen car
with loaded pistols he was sent to jall, where he admitted
his difficulty. He was released to the JUVenile Court for
disposition. Further psychiatric study was given over a
period of three months. Although he was committed to
Kentucky Houses of Reform, the psychiatrist believed there
was definite progress made. Malcolm's attitude had changed.
He seemed more able to face the results ot his acts.
There
was some growth toward maturity, but whether or not he
would use his more m~ture reelings in antisocial behavior
or acceptable social growth was questioned.
The foregoing case history clearly ill,ustrates the
attitude of the

psychiatris~

toward the stigma of epilepsy.

In

other cases, there was eVidence, also, ot seeming reluctance of
members or the medical profession to give a specific diagnosis
1

statement by psychiatrist, rrom a case record, Louisville and Jefferson County Children's Home.

,sa

a
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oi epilepsy •. One child in the group who had seizures with

no diagnosis or epi~epsy was described as having "furor"
attacks or epileptic equivalent, but the psychiatrist did
not consider this epilepsy.
ir ror

epi~epsy

Two children were treated as

and were referred to in the case record as

having epilepsy, but there was no
diagnosis.

confirma~ion

oi this as a

One boy had one grand mal-like convulsion; after

receiving medication there was no known recurrence, and no
defini te diagnosi s was given. : Two ehildren were considered
behavior

prob~ems,

although one had grand mal-like convulsions

and the other had seizures resulting rrom brain damage from
lead

encepha~itis.

The last child in this group who had

seizures was diagnosed as a behavior problem.

Although his

electroeneephalogram was not too irregular, the interpretation or it stated that convulsive predisposition could not be
ruled out.
Onset of Seizures and Behavior Problems
Yahraes states that 70 per cent oi patients display
their rirst symptoms

be~ore

the age or 20.

The peak age for

the development ot seizures is during the first two years of
life, presumably because heredity and prenatal and birth
injuries most likely show then.

Another high point is during

1

adolescence.
1

Yahraes, Ope

~.,

pp. 12-13.

it
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Table 9 shows the relationship of the age of onset

ot seizures and behavior problems with the age of commitment.
It can be seen that 16 of the 28 children were committed during the adolescent years from twelve on.

Incidence of onset

of seizures and behavior problems did not occur more frequently
during the adolescent years, ror only 8 children fell into
this period.
years or lite.

Four children had seizures within the first two
Of the 28 children, the largest number, 4,

had seizures or behavior

prob~ems

at the age of eight.

It is interesting to note whether children were committed to the agency betore or atter the onset of seizures
and behavior problems.

Since the years shown are in even

years with no months indicated, it was necessary to examine

.,

the individual cases where the figures coincided.

In all the

cases where it appears I'rom Table 9 that the commitment age
and the age of onset of seizures and behavior problems were
the same, scrutiny of the records revealed that the child was
committed after the age of onset of seizures and behavior
problems.

This is significant in that 22 of the 28 children

were committed after th'e age of onset of seizures or behavior
problems.

In other words, the epileptic condition could easily

have been an important and contributing factor in the commitment or the child and in the problems he presented.
I

u

"

,.

the case with these children.

This was
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TABLE 9
AGE OF ONSET OF SEIZURES AND BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
~y AGE AT COMMITMENT

Age of Onset
01' Seizures
and Behavior
Problems

6 ?
,i

!; -

I

1
2
3
4
5

!8 '

i

1
1

6

-

I

J\ge at Commi tment
10 11 12 l 13 14

9

2
1

8

1

".

-

1

1

9

3
1
1
1
1
2
1
4

1

...

1

1

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Total

Total

1
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Medication and Control by Medication
Although the most commonly used medications for epilepsy are phenobarbital, diJ.antin, and. tridione, it was found
that a great variation or medications was used 1'or these
children.
Table 10 shows the med.ications, singJ.y and. in combinations, used by the children at any one time.
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TABLE 10
MEDIOATION USED BY TWENTY-EIGHT OHILDREN AT ANY ONE TIME
Medication

No. or Children

Phenobarbital • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Dilantin • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Tridione • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Phenobarbital and Dilantin • • • • • • • • •
Phenobarbital and Tridione • • • • • • • • •
DI1antin and Benzedrine • • • • • • • • • • •
Tridione and Benzedrine • • • • • • • • • • •
Phenobarb1~al, Dilant1n, and Ascorbic Acid • •
Phenobarbital, Dilantin, anQ BenzeQr1ne • • • •
DI1antin, Tridione, Benzedrine, and Sodium
Bicarbinate • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • •
Dilantin, Benzedrine. and sodium Bicarbinate.
Unknown • • • • • • • • •

..........

Eleven chIldren used

phenobarb1~al,

11
10
2
11
1
2
1
1

J.
1
1
1

J.O used dilantin,

and only 2 used tridione.

Phenobarbital and dilantin together

were used by 11 children.

The remaining combinations of medi-

cation would seem to show that the medical statt made every
erfort to place the ch1ld on the medication which would benerit
him the most.

This is seen more clearly in Table 11, which is

a numerical listing ot the number ot ditferent medications each
child

had.
Although Table 10 does not show this fact, there were 5

children who were taken ott medication by doctor's orders at
some time during their commitment.
Table 11 shows the number ot ditferent medications
used by the children.

Twenty-tour or the 28 children were

placed on medication.

The remaining 4 never received medication,
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TABLE 11
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT MEDICATIONS USED BY TWENTY-FOUR CHILDREN
Number of Different
Medications
1
2
3
4
5
6

Number of
Children

· . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .• .• .• 12
. . . . . . .. ....
.••
.
. ·. .. .
....
• • • · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
......
.........
. . . · . . . . .. .. .· .. .. ... .. . .
• . . · .
·........

•••
• • • • •
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

3
5

•

1

• •

7
8 •
9

1

•

•

•

•

•

•

10 • • • • • • • •
Unknown

1

.

1

although it was recommended for 1 child as a result Of his
electroencephalogram.

However, the recommendation was not

carried out as the doctor believed this boy would not benefit
from it.
Of the 24 children who did receive medication, 12 used
only one medication; 3 children used two different medications;
5 children used three difrerent medications.

There were 3

children who had their medications changed many times; 1 had
five different medications; 1 had seven different medications;
and 1 had ten different 'medications.
the medication was unknown.
that there was

considera~le

in drug therapy.

In the case of 1 child

This table significantly shows
change in the use of medications

It woula seem to indicate that a real

attempt was made to control the child's seizures or improve
his behavior from the medical angle.
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Was the control by

medica~ion

effective?

As revealed

by the case records, the following results were secured for
the 24 children placed on medication:

good control, 5 cases;

fair control, 8 eases; poor control, 6 eases; still experimenting with medication, 2 cases; and unknown, 3 cases.

The

writer based this classification upon evidence as shown in
the records.

The diminishing of seizures and improvement in

behavior were considered.

statements made by the physician,

the psychiatrist, the cottage:mother, the social worker, the
teacher, the fam11y--in fact, anyone who came in contact with
the child--were noted and interpreted.
Only 5 children were considered as well controlled by
medication.

Eight children showed fair control; 1 of these

included a boy whose seizures were controlled fairly well at
'1

Ormsby Village and poorly at home.

One child whose control

was unknown was not placed on medication until approximately
one and one-half years after the medication was recommended.
He had not been receiving medication for a period long enough
to make an appraisal of the control.

CHAPTER IV
SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE GROUP

=

CHAPTER IV
SOCIAL AD.TUSTMENT OF THE GROUP
The material presented in this chapter does not
lend itselr to tabular form as readily as that discussed
in Chapter III.

For the most part, the child's adjustment

as shown by his attitudes and reelings, those of his ramily
and others with whom he came in contact in the agency will
be discussed.
Adjustment beiore Commitment to the Louisville
and .Tefrerson county Children's Home
The problems presented by the 28 children berore their
commi tment to the agency were many and varied.

.,

'l'hey ranged

rrom a high incidence in such things as stealing, truancy rrom
school, absence from home, enuresis, and inability to get along
with other children to a low frequency in other problems.
of the latter were as follows:

Some

laziness, excessive smoking,

complaints by neighbors, pouting, refusing to eat and talk,
wanderlust, shooting

di~e,

pulling orf all clothes, cursing,

attacking and detaining little girls, lying, dishonesty, and
spitefulness to mother.
The ways in which these problems were handled are
revealing.

Nine children were known to the Mental Hygiene

Clinic, and 6 were known to the Louisville General Hospital
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Department or Psychiatry.

However, the mtijority or children

had appeared in Juvenile Court numerous times as a resuit or
antisocial behavior in the community.

The Juvenile Court had

placed 2 girls in Maryhurst and 1 boy in a Catholic orphanage;
1 girl was placed in tne temporary custody or the Children's
Agency.

Two cllildren were placed in private schools by their

parents.

At least 7 children received corporal punishment

from their parents as a means or attempt to curb and control
them.
Some of the many other ways parents handled their
children's problems were:

threaten and command, ridicule,

over-protection and no restrictions, wash out mouth with lye,
lock in the basement, force to eat, be overly strict, attacK

.,

with a can opener, bribe with money, and send to the other
parent where there was separation of the parents.
Except for seeking heip from Louisville General
Hospital Department of Psychiatry and the Mental Hygiene
Clinic, none of these ways seemsvery constructive on the part
of the parents.
Adjustment in the Institution and during
Commitment to the Agency
The largest number of children met some of their
needs by running away.

,I

Unauthorized absences were a problem

of 24 of the 28 children.

The matter of absences will be dis-

cussed more fully later and presented in tabular form.
1

Infra, p. 60.
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The following are some or the other frequent problems
and attitudes of the children during

commi~ment:

~ggression,

attention getting, withdrawal, worry, shame, resentment, feels
different, uses spells, enuresis, blames others, impudence,
insecurity, lying, stealing, vulgarity, dirty clothes and
habits, inferiority feelings, tattling, feels perseouted, feels
rejeoted, sullen, nervousness, meddling,

quiet~

brooding and

moody, disobedienoe, stubbornness, fussy and quarrelsome, bully
and domineering, profanity,

e~sily

offended, lazy, argumenta-

tive, teases and provokes teasi'ng, easily led, does foolish
things, carries a "ohip," sensitive, tearful, resents authority,
homosexual tendencies, masturbation, overt sex behavior, impulsiveness, never satisfied, accepts no responsibility, and many

.'

others.

Some of the aggression was shown by aots such as tem-

per tantrums, destruotiveness, hitting and fighting, as well
as by aggressive attitudes.
The above shows that the problems of the ohildren
were many.
To return to the problem of unauthorized absenoes,
distribution of which is presented in Table 12, it is noted
that only 4 children did not run away during their commitment.
The remaining

~hildre~

had

unauth~rized

absences ranging in

number from 1 to 22, with one child having an unknown number.
The latter had 3 known anauthorized absences from Ormsby
Village and an innumerable and unknown number from the foster
home and his own home.

Twenty children had 5 absences or less;
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TABLE .1.2
DISTRIBUTION OF UNAUTHORIZED ABSENCES BY
TWENTY-EIGHT CHILDREN
Number ot Children

Number ot Absences

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
'1
8

9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

• • • • • • • • •
• • • •
•
• •
• • • • •
• • • •
•
• • • • • • •
•
•
• • • • • •
• • •
• •
•
• • • •
• • • •
• • •
• • • •

•

• • •
• • • •

• •
• • •
• • • •
• • •
20
• • •
21
• • •
22 • • • •
Unknown • • •

.!

•

--

••
•
• • • •
• • • •

· . . .. . ••
••

•

••

•

•
• ••
••
• • • •
• • • • • •
•
,• ••
••
• • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • • •
• • ••
•
•
• • • •
• •
•
•
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• ••
••
••
••
• • • • • •
• • • • • •

·..

• • •
• • • •

• • •

·.

.

• • • •

•

• • • •
••
•
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •

• • • •
• • • •
• • •

4
4
1
4
3
4
1
1

1
1
1
1

• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • •

• •
• • • •

1
1

the remaining 8 children each had abaences IUlmbering oyer 6.
The child with 22 unauthorized absences was Russell, who
showed the largest number or Children's Center admissions,
. 1

as presented in Table 7.
One ot the most interesting cases with reterence to
unauthorized absencea was that of Haro14, who ran away 13
times.
1

Supra, p. 41.
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Harold was the middle or three boys. He lived 1u a
"world ot his own" .and had made a poor social adjustment;
the siblings were_outgoing. He was committed at the age
ot 13 and released three years later when he was committed to Central state Hospi~al. He was diagnosed to
have primary behavior problem and idiopathic epilepsy.
His level of intelligence was low average. His seizures
had begun at the age or 11 and prior to commitment he had
been having three or tour attacES a month. The tather
was hospitalized tor oancer ot the stomaoh at the time ot
Harold's commitment and died shortly thereafter. Harold
was Enown to Mental Hygiene Clinic bet ore his commitment
to the agenoy.
Harold was oommitted as a delinquent for aoeosting
and detaining little girls." The mo~her, a very nervous
person. was very defensive and displayed an attitude or
eomplete absorption or him. It was believed that Harold
was tighting her domination. and his absences were looEed
upon by the psyohiatrist as possible progress. On three
ot his absenoes he was apprehended in west Virginia; on
several others he always went in that direotion.

.
'

Harold was at Ormsby Viollage for one year before a
ehange in status was made~ During this time he had shown
much improvement and was beginning to act like a normal
boy with girls his age, no longer showing a tlushed
embarrassment. He had had no seizures ror rive months •
Atter 'his older brother married, Harold tel t he might also
be able to break away trom home and his mother's domination.
His placement at home was unsatistaotory and lasted
only three months. His seizures began immediately upon his
return home, which seemed to indicate the pressure was too
great tor him. His mother believed him .oyer-sexed" and
thought an operation might help. When Harold was returned
to the center ror detaining a little girl, the mother denied the possibility; she pretended ignorance ot it when
later contronted by witnesses.
Harold then remained at the Village tor tourteen
months until he was hospitalized tor an eye injury. This
period at ~rmsby Village was charaoterized by more unauthorized absenoes. There was no improvement in his oondition,
although he was on medioation exoept during absenoes. Atter
he was given a summer work assignment on the tarm he improved gradually. He gained weight and had no seizures that
were known. The mother visited but was not quite as absorbing due to a siok daughter-in-law and new grandohild who had
moved into the home while the older son was away in service.
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The mother requested Harold's placement at home again
but the Board deterred this for two months. Reterences
thought it dangerous for him to be in the community due
to his repeated ottenses with girls.
Arrangements were made for Harold to be placed at home
after his hospitalization. This was not a satistactory
adjustment. His mother was over-protective and anxious.
Harold felt she would not let him "grow up." They had
trequent clashes. He could not accept the tact that he
could not have as much freedom in his activities as his
younger brother. He telt he was being punished by limitation ot activity, necessary because of his seizures; this
he resented very much. His seizures became more trequent
followed otten by periods or extreme irritability and
violence. On two occasions in les8 than two months it was
necessary to bring him to .the Center because in a fit ot
violence he cut his brother, struck his sister-in-law, and
tore the telephone trom the wall. He made serious threats
as to the use of a gun if he could obtain one.
The mother had a difficult time trying to tace reality
with regard to what was best for Harold and her responsibility for him in connection with the safety ot others.
She tried to place the responsibility either with the
agency or the doctors. However, she finally made a voluntary filing on garold for his commitment to Central State
Hospital. Although the work done by the agency w~h
Harold and his tamily did not seem to have terminated in
success, it was believed that both he and his mother gained
a better understanding or each other and were better able
to face the futUre than before.
It should be pointed out that some children with only 2
or 3 unauthorized absences were gone tor periods or 3 to 9 months,
while others lett and were returned the same day or shortly
thereafter.

Some children even returned themselves.

Some chil-

dren seemed almost glad when they were found at a place where
one ,might expect them to be; it sometimes appeared as if they
wanted to be brought back but could not take the step alone.
From a careful study of the records it seemed that no
two cases were the same.

Unauthorized absences were a problem

4A
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with many of the children.

In all cases there was a reason

for them, although the child was often unaware of what the
emotional need was and how the absence met this need.
Attitudes of the Family
One of the most significant impressions gained from
the study was the prominence of rejection by the family,
especially by the mother.
28 cases studied.

Rejection was seen in 22 of the

Many of these children were not rejected

due to epilepsy per se; ra the/r, the whole child was re j ect ed.
On the other hand, it is hard to draw a line and say where or
how much is due to the epilepsy which
of the child as a whole.

col~rs

the personality

There were cases wnere it could be

clearly seen that the seizures were the basis for the rejection.
The

~act

tnat the child had seizures caused some

parents to over-protect the child.
in the cases of 8 children.
parents exhibited worry.

Over-protection was seen

In the cases of 9 children the

Eight children's families were

helpful; the family attitudes of 6 children were shame for his
seizures; and 6 families displayed misunderstanding and ignorance of his condition.

Six children had no interest at all

shown in them as revealed by no visits or contacts from the
family.

The parents of 3 children were fearful.

Three

families thoughi their child different, and 3 were overindulgent.
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Some of the other feelings and attitudes shown by
the families were as follows:

resentment, dislike, neglect,

non-acceptance, defensiveness, blame

or

one parent by the

other for the child's condition, over-criticism, belief that
the child was feeble-minded when he was not, and unwillingness to take responsibility.
a few, but very few,

On the positive side there were

instances of , acceptance, interest, con-

cern, and intelligent understanding shown by the families.
It can be seen, then,;that generally speaking the
child as a whole was not accepted, understood, helped with
his problems or encouraged in arriving at a socially acceptable and satisractory adjustment to life.
Attitudes Shown by Others in the Agency
It was not possible to secure specific figures for
this phase in the child's adjustment during his commitment to
the agency.

However, some general impressions as revealed by

the case records are relt to be of importance, since the way
people feel toward each other is one indication of their
adjustment.
The attitudes of the cottage mother toward the child
seemed to indicate a selection by the agency of well-qualified
personnel for this very important role.

In nearly every case,

the cottage mother showed liking, sympathy, interest, patience,
and helpfulness toward the child.

There were a few isolated
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cases where dislike, disinterest, and impatience were thought
to be shown.

Some cottage mothers feared the child when vio-

lent, but surprisingly enough, many did not react in this way
although they felt the child should be removed for the safety
of the other children.
The most commonly noted attitudes shown by other
children in the institution toward the child were some of the
following:

dislike, fear,

non-acceptance, and Mthink

unkin~ness,
he~a

teasing~

avoidance,

crazy.M

For the most part the teachers at the institution
showed sympathy, interest, patience, and understanding.

It

was not possible to secure very much information on the attitudes ot teachers who had contact with the child while he was
placed off the campus.

Some of the. outstanding instances,

.;

however, were attitudes 01" misunderstanding, impatience, and
non-acceptance, even when interpretation was given by the
social worker.

There were also positive evidences 01" patience,

understanding, sympathy, and interest.
The social workers showed interest, sympathy, patience,
understanding and acceptance for these handicapped children.
The writer recalls only one case wherein the social worker
repeatedly referred to the child's low mentality in spite 01"
psychological tests to the contrary.
Foster mothers were otten very patient with the child
and showed kindness, sympathy, interest, and warm affection;

..
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however, there was otten a laek ot understanding ot the
child's condition and his problems.

Most

or

the foster

mothers could not eope with stealing, and many did not
have the patience to accept behavior problems that were
repeatedly evident and which failed to clear up.
It is interesting to see how the child and his
problems were handled by the agency and while in the institution.

Twenty-four or the 28 children were known to have

been placed in the lOCKUp.

T,wenty-tour children received

care with medication to control their seizures and behavior.
Eighteen children received psychiatrio service from the
Psychiatrio Department ot the agency, while 7 ohildren were
rererred to the Louisville General Hospital Department of
Psychiatry.

Four

chil~ren

were separated from others in

the institution and placed in isolation.

Corporal punish-

ment was resorted to in a tew cases; there were quite a few
children who were given reprimands.
of discipline and control while

a~

However, the usual method
the

insti~ution

was through

the operation ot the citizenship system--earning a higher rank
and enjoying the

privil~ges

incident to it when eligibility

was established, and reoeiving reduced citizenship and its
accompanying deprivations when that was indicated.

Ordinarily,

the children at Ormsby Village have a high regard tor their
citizenship status.

•

..
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With all children, whether at the institution, in a
foster

~ome,

or in their own home, case work service from a

social worker was given tnroughout the entire period ot commitment.

In many cases there was a very good relationship

between the child and his worker.

This was not always as

apparent in the cases in which tnere was frequent change of
workers.
"

Psychiatric Referrals
The extent to which psychotnerapy was used with the
1

('

g~.up

of children is shown in a tabular analysis.

This was

prepared to show rererrals to such service before and after
commitment to the agency.

The resources used were the Mental

Hygiene Clinic, Louisville General Hospital Department ot
Psychiatry, and the Louisville and jefferson County Children's
Home psychiatrist.

Each case is listed with the type of

rererral, if any, indicated.
The analysis shows that

l~

children received psychiatric

service from one or more Of the three resources

~erore

commit-

ment and 20 children received psychiatric service after commitment.

There is no comparison on the length ot time covered

and intensity or service betore and atter comm1tment.
Betore commitment, lOot the 13 children who received
psychiatric service were known to the Mental Hygiene Clinic,
while 6 children were known to the Louisville General Hospital
1

See Appendix D, p. 87.
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Department of Psychiatry.

Only 1 child was seen by the

agency psychiatrist.
Following commitment, more children were seen by -':
the Louisville and jetferson County Children's Home psychiatrist than by the Mental Hygiene Clinic and Louisville General
Hospital Department or Psychiatry together.

Of the 20 children

who received psychiatric service after becoming wards ot the
agency, 18 were seen by -the agency psychiatrist, 7 were known
to Louisville General Hospi ta,l Department of Psychiatry, and
only 1 was referred to the Mental Hygiene Clinic.
This analysis shows that 5 of the 28 children received
no psychiatric service at all during the time preceding their
commitment and during their commitment.
It would seem, then, that a mental hygiene program
of assistance tor these children with their problems has
played an important part in their adjustment.

There were no

norms by which to measure success or tailure.

The writer

received the impression, however, that there was some progress
in a considerable number or cases.

Even in cases where the

child went on to further antisocial behavior, as in the case
1

ot Harold,

the agency psychiatrist thought there had been

improvement and some progress indicated.
Children Known to Other Institutions
Table 13 shows the number of children who were known
to institutions before their commitment to the Louisville and
,

f

1

Supra, pp.

62-63.
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TABLE 13
CHILDREN KNOWN TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS BEFORE AND
AFTER COMMITMENT TO LOUISVILLE AND
~EFFERSON COUNTY CHILDREN'S HOME

I

Institutions

/'

Kentucky Children's Home
st. Joseph's Orphanage
st. Thomas Orphanage
Maryhurst
Central State Hospital
Kentucky Houses Of Reform
Kentucky Training School
Bellefair school (Cincinnati, Ohio)
Stuart Robinson School (Blakey,'
Kentucky)
Total

Before
pommitment

After
Commitment

2
1
1
2
1

4
4

1
1
1

10

8

Jefferson County Children's Home as well as the number known
to institutions after their commitment to the agency.

From

this presentation it can be seen that the commitment to
Louisville and Jefferson County Children's Home was not the
first institutional experience for 8 Of the 28 children.
question may be raised as to the social adjustment

m~de

these children in their first institutional setting.

The
by

Without

exception, the records "revealed that all 8 had made an unsatisractory social adjustment in the previous institution.
Ten children were known to other institutions following their commitment to the agency.

'I'he figures shown in

Table 13, however, cover 15 different children.

In other

words, 3 children were known to two other institutions and 12

(Me;
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children were known to one other institution.

The types

of institutions which knew these children are revealed by
the names of the institutions.

The last two named are

private boarding schools.
Eight of the 10 cnildren known to other institutions
after their commitment to the Louisville and
Children's

~efrerson

County

Home were known to Central state Hospital and Ken-

tucky Houses of Reform.
Training School.

At this

One child was known to Kentucky
po~nt,

it should be mentioned that

another child was committed to the Kentucky Training School,
but due to crowded conditions she has never been entered there.
She is still a ward or the Louisville and

~errerson

County

Children's Home and is not included in rigures in Table 13.
Disposition upon Release rrom ~he Louisville and
~errerso~ County Children's Home
Fourteen or the 28 children were released rrom the
supervision or the agency

a~

the

~ime

or tne

s~udy.

It is

interesting to see the immediate disposition upon release of
these

children.

~4

This is shown in Table 14.

The child who was released to tne

~uvenile

Court with

a reoommendation of oommitment to the Kentuoky Rouses of Reform
,

was subsequently committed there by the oourt.

One ohild re-

leased to his parents, or Home, was later committed by the
~uvenile

Court to the Kentucky Houses of Reform.
The 2 children whose disposition was "Other" were re-

leased following the reoeipt of pertinent information regarding

r '

, _i:
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'l'ABLE 14
DISPOSITION OF FOURTEEN CHILDREN uPON RELEASE
FROM THE LOUISVILLE AND JEFFERSON
COUNTY CHILDREN'S HOME
I'Tumber Released

Disposition upon Release
Central state Hospital
Kentucky Houses of Reform
Kerrtucky Training School
Home
.Tuvenile Court
Other

aReleased to .Tuvenile Court with a recommendation
of commitment to Kentucky HouBes of Reform.
b

One child was killed while absent from home, thus
released.
The second child had been absent six months;
following receipt of an unconfirmed report that he was working outside .Tefferson County and living with his foster
mother, he was released.
them after prolonged unauthorized absences.

One child had been

absent from home for four months; no word was received by the
agency or his family untii they learned of his death in an
automobile accident in a southwestern state.

The second

child had been absent from Ridgewood for six months.

Follow-

ing receipt of an unconfirmed report that he was working outside .Tetferson County and living with the foster mother who
had reared him, he was released by the agency.
The number of children released to Central state
Hospital seems significant.

T~e

4 children who were committed

there carried a diagnosis of epilepsy; 3 of them had "behavior
disorder" as a part of their diagnosis; the other 1 was released with a diagnosis of epilepsy with psychosis.

It

~ :~

'.:'
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appeared that these children were unable to adjust in the
community and in the institution.

Since it was not con-

sidered sare ror the other children at the Village to be
subjected to their acts, they were sent to an institution
ror the mentally ill as a last resort.

There was no other

resource available for them in the state.

Inquiry was made

by the social worker about the possibility of admItting 1
child, David, to the Indiana Village ror Epileptics.

It was

not possible, however, ror th.e state of Indiana to admit a
chIld trom the state or

Kentuc~y.

One of the 4 children released to the home was later
committed by the Juvenile Court to the Kentucky Houses ot
Reform.

f
l

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The purpose ot the study was to understand the social
adjustment ot epileptic children and those with a predisposition to convulsions in the Louisville and Jetterson County
Children's Home.

Analysis was made or the characteristics ot

the group and how they adjusted--what their problems were
betore commitment and how they were handled, what their
problems were atter commitment to the agency and how these
were met, and the disposition upon release trom the agency.
The group included 28 children, ot which 23 were
males and 5 were females; 22 were white and 6 were negro; 16
were committed for dependency and 12 for
from broken homes.

de~inquency;

22 came

The majority were committed during ado-

lescence •.
As to level of intelligence, 1 child was of superior
intelligence, 10 were average, 9 were dull normal, 6 were
borderline, and 2 were

defective.

menta~~y

This distribution

was similar to that ot the Louisville and Jefferson County
Children's Home population.

Psychological tests showed that

they achieved on a par and below their ability.

Nine were

placed in school above this achievement; 5 were assigned to
special classes; and 4 did not

at~end
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school.

Children did
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not attend school due to unauthorized absences and detention
in the lock-up and the Children's Center in the greatest
number ot cases.
Children's

Cente~,

The group had many admissions to the
both betore and atter commitment to the

agency, tor reasons of unauthorized absence, transfer ot
placement, and study purposes, with absences leading.
The majority of the children had siblings in their
families; ·8 showed a histor7 Of seizures in other members ot
the family.
fications:

Medical

diagnose~

were grouped into tour classi-

epilepsy, OQrderline epilepsy, predisposition to

epilepsy, and possible epileptic seizures which were never
diagnosed as epilepsy.
on the part of the

There seemed evidence of some reluctance
profession to give a definite diag-

medica~

nosis Of epilepsy, due possibly to the stigma it carried.
Sixteen or the children were committed to the agency
during the adolescent years.

Four children had seizures during

the first two years of lite and 4 at the age of eight.

Twenty-

two or the children were committed atter the onset or seizures
and behavior problems.
The Medical Department prescribed the usual medications
used tor this condition.

There was an attempt to secure the

proper medication for each child by change of prescription when
the situation warranted it.
cation.

Twenty-rour children received medi-

There was good control of seizures and behavior in 5

cases, tair control in 8 cases, and poor control in 6 cases.
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The most common problems Of the children before commitment were stealing, truancy trom schoo!, absence rrom
home, enuresis, and inability to get along with other children.
The Juvenile Court handled many ot these children, and some
were placed in other institutions.

Parents seemed inetfectual

and unable to cope with the situation.
During

c~itment,

the largest number ot problems ot

the children were unauthorized

~bsence,

aggr~ssion,

getting, withdrawal, shame,

a~d

had unauthorized absences.

One child had as high as twenty-two

absences.
s~veral

~ome

resentment.

attention

All but 4 children

absences were Of short duration, and some were

months long.
Rejection of tAe child oy tAe ramlly, especla!ly on

the part ot the mother, was present in 22 cases.

Also, over-

protection, worry, misunderstanding, and non-acceptance were
common.

The

~~titudes

ot statt members of the institution and

agency were helptu! and understanding.
patience, interest, and sympathy.

They showed extreme

The children in the insti-

tution, however, disliked and "picXed on" the epileptics
trequently.
The

loc~-up

was frequently used as a "cooling otf"

place after unauthorized absences.

Since this group had many

unauthorized absences, tAey were often placed there.

The

status ot the child in tAe institution was frequently reduced.
Every child had a social worker who kept contact with
him during his entire period or commitment.

Psychiatric
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service was given in 20 cases arter commitment.
psychiatrist worked with 18 or them.

The agency

Seven or the children

were reterred to Louisville General Hospital Department or
Psychiatry during their commitment and 1 to Mental Hygiene
Clinic.
Firteen or the chilaren were known to other institutions, either betore or atter

commit~ent;

3 of these were

known to two other institutions, and 12 were known to one
other institution.
Fourteen children in the group were released by the
agency.

One was released to the

~uvenile

Court with a recom-

mendation ot commitment to Kentucky Houses ot Reform, which
was ettected.

Four were released to Central State Hospital.

2 to Kentucky Houses or Retorm., and 1 to Kentucky Training
School.

Four were released to their home.

One of the latter

was later committed by the juvenile Court to the Kentucky
Houses ot Retorm.
. Conclusions
The study has pOinted out that children with epileptic seizures and a predisposition to convulsions have many
problems.

Many were committed to the Louisville and

~etterson

County Children's Home because there was no other place tor
them to go.

Atter commitment, it was difticult to find foster

homes for those with seizures and difficult personality problems.
Those who had placements in their own homes often returned to an

/
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environment fraught with the same stresses and strains which
proved difticult betore.

The Louisville and Jetferson County

Children's Home offered the children the best service which
was available.
However,

it would seem that these handicapped children

need a specialized institution when institutional care has
been indicated.

The writer feels that an epileptic colony or

psychiatric hospital tor children would benefit this type of
child because there he would be fully accepted by all without
reservation due to the physical condition.

Kentucky has nothing

of this sort to otter the child who must be institutionalized.
More specitically, the study revealed a common symptom

ot running away trom the reality situation.

It would seem

that some further exploration might be indicated in this area
with the hope of resultant recommendations around the problem.
A well-rounded mental hygiene program is needed wherein
the child as a whole is considered.
work service seem indicated.
and to feel usetul and happy.

Psychotherapy and case

The child needs to be kept busy
Occupational therapy and vocational

training are important 'phases of any treatment and care program.
There is a great need tor further education and publicity around epilepsy.

Not only must the epileptic be educated

as to his condition, but also the professional groups and the
general population must be better informed in order to relieve
the misunderstanding, shame, and stigma attached to it.

/
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There is hope tor a full and satisfying life for most
epileptics if they can learn to accept their condition and its
limitations and be aooepted by their friends and associates.
Groups, such as the Health and Welfare Council of the Louisville Community Chest, which are showing interest in the
epileptic child, are a promising move in that direction.

APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
RESULTS OF INTER-AGENCY COMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE
ON EPILEPTICS AS OF JULY 1, 1947
Health and Weltare Council,
Community Chest
Agency

Louisvil~e

Individual Cases

9
Aid to Dependent Families Division • •
• ••••
American Red Cross • • • • • • • •
•• • • • • • 1
Children's Agency.
• ••••••••••••••• 3
Children's Hospital • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Division of Public Assistance (state)
• • • • • • • 26
Family Service Organization • • • • • • • • • • • •
4
Goodwill Industries • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
jefterson County Weltare Department • • • •
jewish Vocational Service • . • • • • • • • • • • • •
jewish Weltare Federation • • • • • • • • • • • • •
juvenile Court • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
3
Kentucky Children's Home. . • • •
• ••••••
Kentucky Crippled Children's Commission • • • • • •
3
Kentucky State Employment Service • • • • • • •
6
Louisville Baptist Orphans' Home • • • • • • • • • •
13
Louisville and jefferson County Children's Home
Louisvil~e and jefferson County Health Department • •
Medical Social Service Department • • • • • • • .
Louisville public Schools • • • • • • • • • • • • •
*
Mental Hygiene Clinic • •
•••••••••••••
Municipal Bureau of Social Service •
••
7
Nichols General Hospital • • • • • • •
• • • • • 12
st. joseph's Orphans' Home • • • • • • • • • • • • •
st. Thomas Orphanage • • • •
••••••••••••
st. Vincent Orphanage • • •
• •••••••••
2
Sisters of the Good Shepherd
••••••••••
state Vocational Rehabilitation Department •
8
Synodical Presbyterian Orphanage •
• • • • •
Veterans Administration
•••••
5
Visiting Nurse Associat~on • • • • • • •

*

**
**

. .. .. ..

*jid not return questionnaire
figures tor year 1946, not specific date

* Gave
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*

APPENDIX B
INSTITUTIONS SURVEYED FOR EPILEPTIC CHILDREN,
DECEMBER, 1947
Central State Hospital
christian Church Jidows and Orphans Home
Good Shepherd Home ror Colored Girls
Kentucky Children's Home
King's Daughters Home for Incurables
Louisville and jefferson County Children's Home
Maryhurst School - Sisters of the Good Shepherd
Masonic Widows and Urphans Home and Infirmary
Our Lady's Home for Infants
Protestant Orphans Home
st. joseph's Orphans Home
st. Thomas Orphanage
st. Vincent Orphanage
Spring Meadows (tormerly Louisville Baptist Orphans Home)
synodica! Presbyterian Orphanage
Woodcock Hall
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APPENDIX D
RESOURCES OF PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES USED BEFORE
AND AFTER COMMITMENT

Resources of Psychiatric Services Used
Case
No.

Tot

x

:x:

i x

x
x

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

I

:x:

x
x

8
9
:x:
10
11
x
12
x
13
14
:x:
16
16
17
18
x
19
20
21
22
23
24
x
25
x
26
27
28
!
Total 110

x

,"

x
x
I x
x

x

I

I
I

:x:

,~
i

:x:

x

x

x

x
x
x

:x:
:x:

:x:

x

:x:

:x:

i

II
I

I

Atter Commitment to L&.TCCH!
L&.TCCH
I
chiatrist'Tot ,Tot

:x:

:x:

I

x

x

x

i

x

:x:

:x:

:x:

x
x

x

X

x

x

x
x

x
x
:x:

x

x

x
x

:x:

I

:x:
:x:

x

x

x
x

18

20

23

:x:

1

7

x

x

x
13

:x:

I xx

MHC - Mental Hygiene Clinic
LGH-DP - Louisville General Hospital Department ot Psychiatry
L&.TCCH - Louisville and .Tetferson County Children's Home
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x

:x:
:x:
:x:

I
1

:x:
:x:

:x:
I

6

I

x

x

:x:

i

x
x

x
x

I

x

:x:

,

x

x

:x:
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